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Hanex Cast 
Sink Data 

SheetModel: KS5

Technical Detailt
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Available in N-White
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Internal Sink Measurements: 160mm x 350mm

See the full warranty here: https://bit.ly/3cZBBXS

Or scan the QR code:

Exclusively Warrantied with Quooker Boiling Hot Water Taps



Every Day Cleaning
We recommend a damp microfiber cloth used with a standard household kitchen spray, such 
as “KOH” or “Method”  should remove most stains.

Bleach Cleaning
First clean your sink as per the every day cleaning method. Then dilute bleach with water 
and spray on to your sink(if possible) If no spray bottle is availible then add water to your 
sink first, then a little bleach. Leave overnight if possible, or for a few hours (do not exceed 15 
hours). Then rinse/ wipe with a damp cloth to remove bleach and this should refresh the look 
of your Hanex Sink. 

Tips to avoid damage
- Any boiling water should be collected in suitable container, for example a mug when mak-
ing a hot drink.
- When pouring hot/ boiling liquids into the sink, run the cold tap prior and during pouring. 
- Don’t place any hot pots/pans directly into the sink. Run cold water and cool pots & pans 
with cold water before placing into a Hanex Solid Surface sink.

Hanex UK are offering a limited 2 year warrenty for the following models KS1, KS2, KS3, KS4, 
KS5, KS6, KS7, KS8, KS9, KS10, KS11, KS12, KS13 installed with a Quooker Boiling Hot Water 
Tap.

For the warranty to be valid certain conditions must be met. See the full warranty here: 
https://bit.ly/3cZBBXS

Or scan the QR code
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Care and Maintenance
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